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ABSTRACT
This paper provides an overview of the methodology of and describes preliminary results from an experiment called
GPS/MET (Global Positioning System/Meteorology), in which temperature soundings are obtained from a low Earthorbiting satellite using the radio occultation technique. Launched into a circular orbit of about 750-km altitude and 70°
inclination on 3 April 1995, a small research satellite, MicroLab 1, carried a laptop-sized radio receiver. Each time this
receiver rises and sets relative to the 24 operational GPS satellites, the GPS radio waves transect successive layers of
the atmosphere and are bent (refracted) by the atmosphere before they reach the receiver, causing a delay in the dualfrequency carrier phase observations sensed by the receiver. During this occultation, GPS limb sounding measurements
are obtained from which vertical profiles of atmospheric refractivity can be computed. The refractivity is a function of
pressure, temperature, and water vapor and thus provides information on these variables that has the potential to be
useful in weather prediction and weather and climate research.
Because of the dependence of refractivity on both temperature and water vapor, it is generally impossible to compute both variables from a refractivity sounding. However, if either temperature or water vapor is known from independent measurements or from model predictions, the other variable may be calculated. In portions of the atmosphere
where moisture effects are negligible (typically above 5-7 km), temperature may be estimated directly from refractivity.
This paper compares a representative sample of 11 temperature profiles derived from GPS/MET soundings (assuming a dry atmosphere) with nearby radiosonde and high-resolution balloon soundings and the operational gridded analysis
of the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (formerly the National Meteorological Center). One GPS/MET
profile was obtained at a location where a temperature profile from the Halogen Occultation Experiment was available
for comparison. These comparisons show that accurate vertical temperature profiles may be obtained using the GPS
limb sounding technique from approximately 40 km to about 5-7 km in altitude where moisture effects are negligible.
Temperatures in this region usually agree within 2°C with the independent sources of data. The GPS/MET temperature
profiles show vertical resolution of about 1 km and resolve the location and minimum temperature of the tropopause very
well. Theoretical temperature accuracy is better than 0.5°C at the tropopause, degrading to about 1°C at 40-km altitude.
Above 40 km and below 5 km, these preliminary temperature retrievals show difficulties. In the upper atmosphere,
the errors result from initial temperature and pressure assumptions in this region and initial ionospheric refraction assumptions. In the lower troposphere, the errors appear to be associated with multipath effects caused by large gradients
in refractivity primarily due to water vapor distribution.

1. Introduction
On 3 April 1995, a Pegasus rocket carried aloft by
an aircraft from Vandenburg Air Force Base launched

a small research satellite (MicroLab 1) into a circular
orbit of about 750-km altitude and 70° inclination. The
disk-shaped satellite, which circles Earth every 100
min, carried a laptop-sized Global Positioning System
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(GPS) receiver to demonstrate sensing of the terrestrial atmosphere by the GPS limb sounding method
(Melbourne et al. 1988; Ware 1992). This paper describes the first results from the GPS/Meteorology (GPS/
MET) proof-of-concept experiment1 (Wareetal. 1993).
The Global Positioning System is an advanced satellite navigation system offering precision global services. The system includes a constellation of 24 operational satellites and an extensive ground control
system. Although GPS was developed for military
needs, numerous scientific and commercial applications have matured in parallel, and the number of new
applications is growing rapidly (Bevis et al. 1992;
Ware and Businger 1995). It now appears that GPS is
destined to become, in effect, a global utility upon which
many manufacturing and service industries will rely.
In a companion paper, Businger et al. (1996) provide an overview of the applications of GPS in atmospheric science. They discuss the use of ground-based
GPS receivers to estimate precipitable water with an
accuracy comparable to, and in some cases better
than, that of water vapor radiometers. In the GPS limb
sounding method (Fig. 1), atmospheric soundings are
retrieved from observations obtained when the radio
path between a GPS satellite and a GPS receiver in
low Earth orbit (LEO) traverses Earth's atmosphere
(Hardy et al. 1992). When the path of the GPS signal
begins to transect the mesopause at about 85-km altitude, it is sufficiently retarded that a detectable
1-mm (3 x 10"12 s) delay in the dual-frequency carrier phase is observed by the LEO GPS receiver. GPS
transmitter and LEO receiver clock errors are minimized through differencing of LEO GPS data with
ground-based GPS data from tracking stations supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the International GPS Service
(Zumberge et al. 1994; Ware and Businger 1995). As
the signal path descends through successively denser
layers of the atmosphere, the excess path increases
to approximately 1 km (3 x 10~6 s) at Earth's surface.
Thus, the atmosphere creates a signal with about six
orders of magnitude in dynamic range.
A single LEO GPS receiver can observe more than
500 occultations per day, with roughly uniform glo-

'The University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR)
has a contract with Orbital Sciences Corporation, operator of
MicroLab 1, that gives UCAR exclusive rights to the GPS/MET
data for scientific use. UCAR is providing the data free of charge
to scientists around the world via the World Wide Web (http://
pocc.gpsmet.ucar.edu).
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bal coverage. This method promises to provide valuable measurements of refractivity. As discussed in the
appendix, refractivity depends on temperature and
water vapor through two terms, a dry and a wet term.
Without knowing one term or the other, neither temperature nor moisture profiles can be recovered in the
general case. Therefore, when temperature profiles are
the goal, GPS limb sounding is useful only where
moisture effects are negligible (and, hence, temperature can be calculated directly from refractivity with
the wet term set to zero), including stratospheric, upper-tropospheric, polar, and other regions of the atmosphere with temperatures lower than 250 K, or
where ancillary water vapor or temperature estimates
are available (such as from independent measurements, model predictions, or climatology). However,
as shown later, refractivity itself may be valuable in
weather forecasting and as a global temperature
change signal.

2. History of radio occultation
methodology
The atmospheric measurements reported here are
based on a radio occultation technique that was first
developed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) and
used by Stanford University for application to studies of planetary atmospheres and ionospheres. Radio
occultation experiments at JPL and Stanford have
played a prominent role in the NASA program for

FIG. 1. Schematic of a GPS/MET sounding of the Earth's
atmosphere (not to scale). The ray path descent through the neutral
atmosphere lasts a minute or more, depending on the relative
positions of Earth and the LEO and GPS satellites. Radio path
delays observed as the ray path approaches the Earth's surface
can be as large as several kilometers with ray path bending as
large as 1 deg. Path delay profiles can be converted to refractivity
profiles.
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solar system exploration for more than three decades.
They have contributed uniquely to studies of the atmospheres of Venus (Kliore et al. 1965; Fjeldbo and
Eshleman 1969; Fjeldbo et al. 1971; Newman et al.
1984), Mars (Fjeldbo and Eshleman 1968; Lindal et
al. 1979), the gas giants Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and
Neptune (Lindal etal. 1981, 1985,1987,1990; Lindal
1992) as well as the outer-planet satellites Io, Titan,
and Triton (Kliore et al. 1975; Lindal et al. 1983; Tyler
et al. 1989), and to studies of planetary ring structure
(Tyler 1987).
Typically, experiments involved a spacecraft transmitter linked to a terrestrial receiver via a centimeter-wavelength radio signal. The spacecraft trajectory
was selected so that the propagation path from the
spacecraft to Earth passed through the planetary
atmosphere under study, producing distinctive variations in the amplitude and phase of the received
signal. These variations were then used to infer the
thermodynamic structure of the atmosphere of these
planets.
Russian scientists investigated the potential of the
occultation technique, aided by refraction observations from space, of the Sun as it is occulted by Earth's
atmosphere (Gurvich et al. 1982). Subsequently, the
use of GPS occultations for sensing the terrestrial atmosphere was proposed by Melbourne et al. (1988).
More recently, investigators at JPL conducted experiments designed to refine the occultation methodology
for use in sensing Earth's atmosphere, using a highperformance GPS receiver from a mountain top
(Meehan et al. 1991). This experience base, combined
with the availability of GPS, set the stage for development of an accurate and reliable method for remote
sensing of the terrestrial atmosphere.

3.Characteristics of other upper-air
observational systems
To put the characteristics of GPS limb sounding
data and the preliminary GPS/MET temperature retrievals discussed later (section 7) into perspective, we
first summarize the characteristics of other upper-air
observational systems.
a. Radiosondes
Since the establishment of the global radiosonde
network beginning in the 1940s, radiosondes have
been the mainstay of the global upper-air observing
system. In 1991 there were more than 1000 radiosonde
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stations operated by 92 nations using 39 different
types of radiosondes (NOAA 1992). Under ideal conditions and careful calibration, radiosondes are quite
accurate, with temperatures accurate to about ±0.5°C
and relative humidities accurate to within a few percent, except under very low temperatures or very high
or low relative humidities (Shea et al. 1994; Ahnert
1991; Luers and Eskridge 1995). Under operational
conditions, relative humidity measurement errors are
considerably greater than a few percent. Radiosondes
provide data from near the surface to a height of about
30 km. Because of pressure errors, temperature accuracies are degraded in the upper troposphere and
stratosphere, with typical errors of 1°C above 250 mb
increasing to as large as 4°C at 10 mb (Nash and
Schmidlin 1987). Radiosondes produce soundings
with high vertical resolution, resolving features with
vertical scales of a few tens of meters. However, the
coverage of radiosondes is uneven over the globe and
sparse to nonexistent over the oceans. The temporal
resolution is also fairly low (12-h frequency at best,
and many countries take only one observation per
day), and they suffer from substantial changes in instrumentation with time (e.g., Schwartz and Dos well
1991). In particular, for humidity, complicating factors have been the use of low-quality sensors and
changes in the type of humidity sensing element and,
more important, changes in reporting procedures at
low humidity (e.g., Elliott and Gaffen 1991). Costs
are an additional issue, especially for developing
countries. The upper-air radiosonde-observing network reached its peak during the Global Weather Experiment (1979), and the number of soundings has
since declined by about a third (Trenberth 1995).
b. Satellites
Since the first meteorological satellite, TIROS-1,
was launched on 1 April 1960, satellites have played
an increasingly important role in providing first meteorological images and later temperature, moisture,
and wind data for use in operational weather prediction and for research. TIROS-1 provided only cloud
images; the first satellite producing wind data was
ATS-1, launched 6 December 1966. The first satellite
producing temperature and water vapor soundings was
Nimbus III, launched in 1969. The first operational
satellite producing temperature and water vapor
soundings was NOAA-2, launched in 1972.
Atmospheric soundings are produced by satellites
in polar and geostationary orbits. The present generation of operational polar orbiters began with NASA's
21
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prototype TIROS-N, launched in 1978, followed in
1979 by NOAA-6, the first operational spacecraft
in the series, and based on the design of NASA's
TIROS-N. Two of these satellites usually operate simultaneously, one in a morning and the other in an
afternoon orbit around Earth, thus providing four observations of the entire Earth each day. These satellites carry the High Resolution Infrared Sounder,
stratospheric sounder unit, microwave sounding unit
(MSU), and the Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometer. Data from the microwave radiometers
are unaffected by clouds and light rain, but those from
the infrared radiometers are contaminated by clouds
and aerosols.
The United States operates two Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites (GOES) located
over the equator at about 75° and 135°W longitude.
They provide frequent cloud images, from which
cloud motions are measured to estimate winds at cloud
altitudes, and soundings of a large portion of the
Western Hemisphere. The first of a completely new
design, GOES-8, became operational early in 1995,
and the second was successfully launched 23 May
1995. Japan and Europe also operate meteorological
satellites in geostationary orbit and make the data
available to the world. However, neither satellite includes sounding capabilities.
Vertical profiles of temperature and water vapor are
determined from satellites by instruments that detect
radiances, or electromagnetic energy emitted at specific wavelengths or frequencies. The instruments are
designed to measure radiation in wavelengths or spectral channels that originate in broad layers in the atmosphere. For example, the Visible and Infrared Spin
Scan Radiometer (VISSR) Atmospheric Sounder,
which has been carried on the GOES since September 1980, is composed of 12 channels. Three of these
peak at the surface, and the others peak at 950, 850,
600, 500, 450, 400, 150, 70, and 40 mb (Hayden
1988). The new GOES sounder has 19 channels.
Given a first-guess temperature and moisture profile, the radiative transfer equations can be "inverted"
using the observed radiances in these channels to produce temperature and moisture profiles. The inversion
process involves calculating temperature and moisture
corrections to the first guess based on differences between the observed and calculated radiances or
"brightness temperatures."
It is difficult to estimate the accuracies and other
characteristics of such satellite-derived soundings
because they are highly dependent on the quality of
22

the first-guess profiles. However, some general statements may be made. Sources of error include contamination by clouds and aerosols (with infrared sounders), space-time sampling problems, instrumentation
limitations, and calibration drift. Because the satellites
detect vertically integrated radiances, the vertical resolution is generally rather coarse (typically greater than
5 km), and atmospheric temperature inversions, including the tropopause, are often missed or smoothed
heavily. The low vertical resolution also tends to introduce biases in the soundings. Horizontal gradients
of temperature and moisture tend to be underestimated
by the retrievals due to the poor vertical resolution of
passive sounders. Hay den (1988) gives a table of statistics of satellite retrievals of temperature and
dewpoint compared to the best estimate of these values over a data-rich region. From this table, we estimate typical errors of satellite retrievals of temperature and dewpoint to be in the range of 1°-2°C and
4°-10°C, respectively. This estimate is consistent with
the results of a comparison of layer mean temperatures derived from radiosondes and satellites by Lee
and Schmidlin (1991), who found that the satelliteretrieved layer temperature agreed with the radiosonde
within ±1.2°C. High spectral resolution infrared instruments containing several thousand spectral channels are under development and have the potential to
improve the vertical resolution and accuracy of satellite nadir soundings (Smith et al. 1990).
Global atmospheric temperature datasets have been
constructed from satellite MSU measurements of the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's
(NOAA) polar satellite series (Spencer and Christy
1990; Spencer et al. 1990). MSUs sample the entire
globe twice daily from each of the two satellites with
different equator-crossing times. One MSU channel
is sensitive to thermal emission from molecular oxygen in the middle troposphere and is relatively insensitive to water vapor and the Earth's surface, thereby
providing excellent long-term stability required for atmospheric monitoring. Moreover, the excellent agreement between two MSUs on different satellites
(NOAA-6 and NOAA-7), where the monthly mean
hemispheric temperatures are reproduced to within
about 0.01°C, confirms the suitability of this channel
as a monitoring tool. The temperature-weighting function for channel 2 has a broad peak near 500 mb.
Trenberth et al. (1992) and Hurrell and Trenberth
(1992) have evaluated the MSU observations and
compared them with surface and numerical weather
model temperatures throughout the atmosphere. They
Vol. 77, N o . 1, January
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conclude that MSU temperatures are a valuable tool
for monitoring global temperatures. However, MSU
observations are limited because they lack vertical
resolution and cannot resolve critical structures like
the tropopause and other temperature inversions.
Satellite soundings of atmospheric moisture from
Special Sensing Microwave/Imager microwave measurements from the polar-orbiting Defense Meteorological Satellite Program spacecraft (Schlussel and
Emery 1990) are useful for the total-column integral
(the precipitable water). However, these and infrared
sounders are unable to provide useful information on
the vertical profiles and structure of moisture in the
atmosphere (Illari 1989). Moreover, their useful coverage is restricted primarily to oceanic areas.
In summary, advantages of the satellite soundings
available operationally today include good global
coverage, high horizontal resolution, and, for the geostationary satellites, high temporal resolution (every
hour, or even more frequently in special situations).
Disadvantages include relatively low accuracies and
low vertical resolution (compared to the radiosonde)
and the interference of clouds and aerosols with the
infrared radiances, which leads to contamination of
the sounding or prevents the calculation of soundings
below clouds altogether.

merly the National Meteorological Center (NMC)] as
of June 1995 (J. Derber 1995, personal communication). They are derived from a combination of careful comparisons among observing systems, precision
tests of instruments, and educated subjective estimates
based on experience. These error estimates include
both the random instrument error and sampling errors
that arise from unrepresentativeness of a single measurement (due to small-scale atmospheric variability).
For this reason, and because these error estimates are
tuned to give the best results with this particular forecast model, they are generally higher than the absolute measurement errors associated with a particular
instrument or system. Another contribution to the relatively high satellite temperature errors (compared to
the error estimates of 1°-2°C quoted earlier) is that
the satellite temperature errors are correlated in space
rather than being random, independent observations.
Thus, it is the relative (to each other) size of the errors shown in Table 1 that is important. We see in
Table 1 that the greatest temperature errors are in the
upper troposphere and lower stratosphere where GPS
limb sounding temperatures are likely to be most accurate. This suggests that the use of GPS limb sounding temperature observations in this region have the
potential to significantly improve the global analyses
of temperature and the operational global forecasts.

c. Commercial aircraft
Some commercial aircraft, through the Aeronautical Radio, Inc. Communication Addressing Report- 4. Characteristics of GPS limb sounding
ing System (ACARS), provide thousands of accurate
wind and temperature data daily to support operational
The potential strengths of GPS limb soundings inweather prediction (Brewster et al. 1989). These data, clude all-weather global coverage, high vertical resohowever, are generally confined
to cruising altitudes (9-12 km)
— — — — —
TABLE 1. Observation temperature error standard deviations used in spectral statistical
and flight paths of commercial
interpolation
for the Global Spectral Model at NCEP, June 1995.
aircraft. Observations are also
taken on ascent and descent near
Temperature errors (°C)
major airports.
Observational system

d. Summary of upper-air
temperature observation
errors
Table 1 shows the estimates
of temperature error standard
deviations of various observational systems used in the spectral statistical interpolation for
the global spectral model at the
National Centers for Environmental Prediction [NCEP, forBulletin of the American
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lution, high accuracy, high long-term stability, and
cost effectiveness. A description of GPS and GPS
limb sounding inversion methodology is included in
the appendix.
A single GPS/MET satellite could provide roughly
500 refractivity soundings per day, through clouds and
aerosols, with global coverage repeated every 12 h.
From these refractivity soundings, valuable information on temperature or water vapor profiles can be
derived. Hardy et al. (1992) estimate that soundings
can be obtained beginning from about 60-km altitude
and extending downward nearly to the surface over
water and most land areas. Figure 2 shows the global
distribution of soundings produced during one day by
the MicroLab 1 satellite in the GPS/MET experiment.
The number of soundings shown is less than the maximum possible of roughly 500 per day because of
1) antenna-pointing and memory limitations for the
MicroLab 1 satellite, 2) the requirement for simultaneous tracking of the occulting GPS satellite by the
LEO receiver and one of the five high-rate groundbased GPS tracking stations (described in the appendix), and 3) only setting (and not rising) occultations
were observed.
The vertical resolution of several hundred meters
to 1 km gives GPS limb sounding an advantage over
most space-based atmospheric sensors. In particular,
the radio occultation method provides vertical resolution comparable to the best limb sounders and significantly better than nadir-viewing satellite radiometers.
On the other hand, GPS limb soundings represent an average measurement over a horizontal distance of several hundred kilometers, whereas the horizontal resolution of satellite radiometers is generally 20 km or less.

FIG. 2. Locations of GPS/MET soundings obtained during 7 h
on 23 June 1995. Vertical soundings appear as single diamonds,
and oblique soundings appear as a connected series of diamonds.
Fewer than the maximum possible number of 500 daily soundings
were observed because of satellite and tracking network
limitations.
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GPS/MET measurements enjoy inherently high
precision because they are fundamentally carrier
phase measurements made in a high signal to noise
ratio (SNR) environment, except in the lower troposphere. This in turn results in a phase delay dynamic
range of approximately 106. In contrast, all passive
radiometers, limb and nadir pointing, rely on signal
amplitude measurements made in a comparatively low
SNR environment, resulting in lower dynamic range.
One of the most elegant and attractive features of
the GPS/MET instrument is its inherent stability.
There is literally nothing in the instrument itself requiring adjustment or calibration once the satellite is
in orbit and in operation. GPS satellite and GPS/MET
receiver positions with an accuracy of roughly 1 m
are needed, but this has been easily attained using
currently existing software and readily available global GPS tracking data (Zumberge et al. 1994). The
GPS phase is referenced to a ground-based hydrogen
maser with A///< 10~14 over 100 s. In contrast, spacebased radiometers often require frequent in-orbit calibration, typically by measuring first the brightness
temperature of deep space (2.7°C) and then a warm
target on the spacecraft, monitored by platinum resistance thermometers. For example, the NOAA MSUs
flown on the TIROS series required a separate calibration for every Earth scan.
Perhaps the single most intriguing characteristic of
GPS limb sounding is its ability to leverage so effectively the multibillion dollar investment in GPS and
commercial GPS receiver technology. No other spacebased atmospheric sounding instrument even approaches the combination of small size, low mass and
power, low cost of the GPS/MET payload, and all
solid-state reliability. Future instruments, driven by
the demand for high-performance commercial receivers, may be so small and affordable that their use will
be limited only by the capacity of the ground segment
to process and use the data. If the projected performance
can be realized, these characteristics make constellations of GPS limb sounders economically feasible and
capable of providing thousands of soundings daily.
Weaknesses of the GPS/MET measurement system
include an ambiguity in the signal between temperature and water vapor, and errors introduced by
multipath effects. The long horizontal averaging distances imposed by limb scanning (Fig. 1) can be either a strength or a weakness, depending on the application. Using geometric optics, each sample of occultation data can be associated with a point in space
known to within a few meters, representing a movVol. 7 7 , No. 1, January
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ing average in the horizontal dimension of several
hundred kilometers. The cross-beam resolution is approximately the same as the vertical resolution. Although long horizontal averaging distances may limit
the application of GPS limb sounding for small-scale
applications, horizontal averaging may increase the
value of the method for large-scale weather and climate applications.
No existing single observational system can fully
determine the global atmospheric temperature and
water vapor structure. Every existing system has
strengths and weaknesses regarding accuracy, spatial
and temporal resolution, representativeness of volume
sampled, and cost. However, many of the strengths
and weaknesses of GPS limb sounding are complementary to those of other space- and ground-based
sensors. Ongoing research should be focused on the
question of how to best assimilate GPS limb sounding information so as to exploit its strengths and on
the use of complementary systems in areas where it
is weak. For example, a sounding with high horizontal and vertical resolution could be obtained by combining a GPS limb sounder and nadir radiometer.

5. Accuracy of temperature and water
vapor profiles
When a GPS satellite, as viewed from the GPS/
MET receiver, rises or sets, the GPS signal arrival time
is delayed because of the refractive bending and slowing of the signal as it passes through Earth's atmosphere. As discussed by Melbourne et al. (1994a) and
summarized in the appendix, the bending angle of
the ray can be calculated from this delay. Further, the
vertical profile of atmospheric refractivity can be calculated from the bending angles. Errors in refractivity arise from a number of sources, including 1) reference oscillator frequency drift in the LEO, GPS satellite, or ground-based GPS tracking receivers; 2) errors in receiver tracking; 3) precision orbit determination; 4) ionospheric effects that are not corrected by the
dual-frequency phase measurements; 5) tracking errors due to multipath effects in the lower troposphere;
and 6) departures from the atmospheric spherical symmetry assumed in the current inversion algorithms.
The relationship between refractivity, temperature,
and water vapor is given by Eq. (A8) in the appendix. It follows that the temperature may be computed
from known values of pressure P, refractivity /V, and
water vapor pressure e, as
Bulletin of the American
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T=

77.6P + [6022.0P 2 +14.92(l0 5 )^] V 2
(1)

2N

where P and e are given in millibars and T is in
Kelvins. Alternatively, if temperature is known, the
water vapor pressure is given by
T2N-11.6PT
e=3.73(l0 5 )

'

(2)

Several theoretical estimates of the temperature
error resulting from reasonable estimates of the basic measurement errors listed above have been made
assuming a dry atmosphere [e = 0 in Eq. (1)]. Neglecting ionospheric and humidity effects, Melbourne et al.
(1994a) estimate that the temperature error increases
exponentially with height from less than 0.1 °C near
the surface to 1°C at 50 km (because of the neglect
of the ionosphere and water vapor, these are lowerbound estimates). More realistic simulations
(Melbourne et al. 1988) indicate that the temperature
errors between 5-7 and 40 km, where moisture effects are negligible, should be less than 1°C.
Gorbunov and Sokolovskiy (1993) performed simulations with a global atmospheric circulation model
and found temperature and geopotential height errors
of 0.3°C and 3 m, respectively, at equivalent altitudes,
with significantly larger errors near the surface. Simulations using the UCAR inversion code that produced
the temperature profiles in this paper agree closely
with these earlier estimates.
We may estimate the relationship between errors
or uncertainties in temperature and water vapor pressure by differentiating Eq. (2) under the assumption
of no errors in N or P:

A e

j2TN-n.6P)AT
3.73(l0 5 )

(3)

For typical values of N = 300, P = 1000 mb, and T
= 273 K, we have
Ae « 0.23A7, or AT « 435 Ae.

(4)

From Eq. (1) we see that the neglect of moisture
produces a cold bias in the derived temperature. We
can use Eq. (4) to estimate the errors associated with
25
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deriving water vapor profiles from known values of
refractivity and independently estimated temperatures, or vice versa. Specifically, water vapor pressure can be estimated using in situ sensors to within
0.5 mb if temperature is known to within 2°C. This
would be a useful estimate of water vapor over much
of the lower atmosphere, where e typically varies
between 5 and 20 mb and measurement or sampling
errors of water vapor pressure are often greater than
1 mb. It may be more difficult to obtain useful temperature estimates given independent estimates of
water vapor pressure, since e would have to be known
to at least 0.23 mb (averaged over several hundred
kilometers) to obtain temperature estimates accurate
to within 1°C. Thus, the accuracy of moisture profiles will depend on the accuracy with which the temperature profile can be modeled or measured by independent means. Hajj et al. (1994) estimated that
the error in relative humidity below 6 km will be less
than 10%, providing that the temperature error is less
than 2°C.

6. Spatial coverage and resolution
Spatial coverage is primarily a function of the
GPS/MET spacecraft orbit. A simulator capable of
predicting occultations as a function of the LEO orbit has been used to study a variety of orbits between
700 and 1000 km with inclinations from 45° to 99°.
For the case of a single LEO receiver in a 900-km sunsynchronous polar orbit (and 24 GPS satellites), approximately 670 occultations per day will take place.
Of these, approximately 500 would have geometry favorable for useful soundings with fore- and aft-viewing GPS antennas. By optimal selection of the orbit,
it is possible to obtain a roughly uniform distribution
over the entire surface of the earth. The GPS limb
sounding technique will work equally well over water
and land areas. In mountainous regions, profiles will
not be available wherever the ray path is below the top
of the terrain. Actual GPS/MET sounding locations
for a 7-h period on 23 June 1995 are shown in Fig. 2.
Vertical and cross-beam resolutions are defined
primarily by Fresnel diffraction and are expected to
be several hundred meters near the ground increasing to 1 km near 60-km altitude (Melbourne et al.
1994a) with possible higher vertical resolution using
Fresnel deconvolution. Along-path resolution will be
200-300 km (Kursinski et al. 1993). Recovered parameters represent weighted averages across the sam26

pling volume. The vertical resolution is significantly
better than that available from space-based nadirviewing radiometer instruments. Moreover, the sampling volume center is known much more precisely,
limited primarily by horizontal atmospheric inhomogeneities and differences in bending angles for the
dual-frequency GPS signals. The vertical sampling
interval is determined by the GPS/MET carrier phase
sampling rate of 50 Hz. Since a typical occultation
scans 60 km in altitude in approximately 60 s, the
average vertical sampling interval is about 20 m. The
high vertical resolution for GPS limb soundings and
high horizontal resolution for nadir radiometric
soundings could be combined. Bengtsson et al. (1995)
simulated concurrent processing of data from both
sounding methods and achieved a factor of 2 reduction in residual GPS limb sounding error.

7. Proof of concept experiment
The first GPS/MET observation was carried out on
16 April 1995, 13 days after the successful launch of
MicroLab 1. The first inversion of this observation,
which is located over Ecuador about 150 km from
Guayaquil, is shown in Fig. 3. The data were inverted
under a number of simplifying assumptions, including the neglect of water vapor, the use of 1 -Hz averages of the 50-Hz GPS/MET receiver data, and a
simple linear combination of the dual GPS frequencies for ionospheric correction. In spite of these simplifying assumptions, the sounding showed considerable realism compared to the standard U.S. tropical
atmosphere model for April and agreed remarkably
well with the closest radiosonde, which was located
500 km northeast of the GPS sounding. The neglect
of water vapor causes the cold bias in the GPS/MET
sounding below about 8 km in Fig. 3.
Figure 4 shows four representative GPS/MET temperature retrievals compared to nearby radiosonde
data and to the temperatures provided by the NCEP global analysis, interpolated in time and space to the location and time of the GPS/MET sounding. In these
comparisons, the GPS/MET temperature retrievals are
calculated assuming a dry atmosphere, as discussed earlier; this assumption causes a cold bias in the lower troposphere where water vapor becomes an important effect.
The soundings in Fig. 4a correspond to a location
near Port Harrison, Canada (which is in the extreme
northwestern portion of the province of Quebec). The
GPS/MET temperatures, the temperature from the
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sounding matches six nearby radiosondes quite well from 31 to about
7 km and again resolves the tropopause very well. From 6 to 3.5 km,
neglect of the effect of water vapor
causes a cold bias of approximately
8°C in the GPS/MET sounding.
The sounding shown in Fig. 4c,
which is over the Aleutian Islands
southwest of Anchorage, Alaska,
agrees well with the nearby radiosonde and with the NCEP analysis
from 26 down to 3 km. Below 3 km,
the retrieved temperatures indicate the
receiver probably encountered strong
defocusing and/or multipath. In general, these early GPS/MET retrievals
have difficulty getting below 5 km,
probably due to a number of difficulties associated with the evolving inversion algorithms, defocusing of the
GPS signal by atmospheric lens effects,
multipath, receiver cycle slips and loss
of lock, and possible terrain effects.
Figure 4d shows a sounding in the
Southern Hemisphere, near Adelaide,
Australia. Again, the GPS/MET retrieval
matches the two nearby radioFIG. 3. The first inversion of a GPS/MET sounding, completed 26 April 1995.
The observation occurred 16 April 1995 over Ecuador. The U.S. Air Force (USAF) sonde soundings and the NCEP analysis well and also captures the complex
tropical atmosphere model and nearby radiosonde (RS) profiles are also shown.
temperature structure at and above the
tropopause.
Figure 5, a sounding that reaches downward to
nearby radiosonde (approximately 100 km away in
space and 3 h in time), and the temperatures from the about 1 km above the surface over the Kamchatka
NCEP analysis agree to within about 3°C from about Peninsula, shows the pronounced effect of water va31 (the highest altitude reached by the radiosonde) to por in the lower troposphere. A rough calculation us5 km (the lowest altitude reached by the GPS/MET ing Eq. (3b) shows that the cold bias of approximately
sounding). The GPS/MET sounding shows high ver- 17°C at 1 km corresponds to a water vapor pressure
tical resolution and provides an excellent estimate of of 4 mb. This estimate agrees fairly well with the obthe location and temperature minimum of the tropo- served value of approximately 5.0 mb as estimated
pause. The complex structure of the temperature pro- from the two nearby radiosondes. The kink feature in
file at and near the tropopause, in which the profile the tropopause is well depicted by the GPS/MET
shows a kink feature consisting of a weak local maxi- sounding in Fig. 5.
mum of temperature above the tropopause followed
Figure 6 shows a GPS/MET retrieval over Charlesby a further decrease of temperature with height is ton, West Virginia, compared to three nearby radioseen in many of the GPS/MET soundings and, to the sondes, the NCEP analysis, and two high-resolution
extent that this structure is revealed by the lower-reso- research radiosondes. As in the previous examples, the
lution radiosondes and the NCEP analysis, appears GPS/MET retrieval agrees well with the other soundto be real.
ings in the upper troposphere and stratosphere where
The sounding in Fig. 4b, located near Freiburg, water vapor effects are negligible. Of note in Fig. 6
Germany, shows that the GPS/MET temperature is the presence of vertical oscillations in the temperaBulletin of the American Meteorological
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FIG. 4. GPS/MET soundings observed (a) 5 May 1995 over northwest Quebec, east of Hudson Bay and on 4 May 1995 (b) near
Freiburg, Germany; (c) over the Aleutian Islands southwest of Anchorage, Alaska; and (d) near Adelaide, Australia. GPS
antispoofing (A/S) was off, and a dry atmosphere was assumed. Also shown are nearby radiosonde (RS) and interpolated profiles
from the NCEP analysis. The discontinuous dotted curve below 3 km in (c) is probably caused by loss of lock and/or multipath in
the GPS/MET data.
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ture profile on the scale of 2 km between 10 and 20 km in the high-resolution soundings, confirming the same
scale of oscillations in the GPS/MET
retrieval. The high-resolution soundings also show vertical oscillations on
a scale of a few hundred meters,
which do not appear in this analysis
of the GPS/MET sounding.
Figure 7 shows another comparison (over South Dakota) with high-resolution balloon data. This GPS/MET
retrieval captures the vertical temperature structure well but shows a
cool bias throughout most of the sounding compared to three high-resolution
soundings and one radiosonde, all
launched 5 h before the GPS/MET
sounding. The agreement is close to
the other radiosonde, launched 7 h
after the GPS/MET sounding, and to
the NCEP analysis, which is interpolated to the location and time of the
GPS/MET sounding. The cool bias
may be attributed to the 5 h of cold advection that occurred following the
earlier soundings. The GPS/MET
sounding in Fig. 7 again indicates the
FIG. 5. GPS/MET sounding observed 5 May 1995 over the Kamchatka Peninsula,
difficulty in the retrieval process be- Russia. The cool GPS/MET temperature bias in the lower troposphere is due to
low about 7 km.
atmospheric moisture. Also shown are nearby radiosonde (RS) and interpolated
Figure 8 shows a comparison of a profiles from NCEP analysis.
GPS/MET sounding over western Lake
Superior with two high-resolution balloon, two radiosonde soundings, and the NCEP analy- this kink in the GPS/MET retrieval is real is demonsis. As in previous soundings, the GPS/MET sounding strated by two high-resolution soundings taken 4 h
shows excellent agreement with the other data.
earlier. The vertical structure in the region of the
Figure 9 shows a GPS/MET sounding over north- tropopause is highlighted in Fig. 10b, which enlarges
western China (northwest of Beijing) compared to 10 the soundings in Fig. 10a between 9 and 19 km. The
radiosondes and the NCEP analysis. This figure gives agreement between the GPS/MET sounding and the
a good idea of the range of variability of radiosonde closest high-resolution sounding is remarkable.
temperature profiles due to the combined effect of
Figure 11 compares preliminary temperature redifferent radiosonde errors and variations due to trievals in the upper part of the stratosphere from
differences in location and time; the typical range of GPS/MET and the Halogen Occultation Experiment
temperatures among the 10 radiosondes is 5°C with (HALOE). Here, there are no radiosonde or NCEP
some differences exceeding 10°C. The GPS/MET data. We found one occultation that was reasonably
sounding tends to run through the middle of the 10 close in space and time to a temperature retrieval from
radiosondes, except in the lower troposphere where the HALOE instrument, carried on the Upper Atmomoisture effects are important.
sphere Research Satellite. HALOE measures the atFigure 10a depicts a sounding, located over tenuation of solar radiation as the sun rises or sets relaParkersburg, West Virginia, with a pronounced kink tive to the satellite. The HALOE sounding shows a
in the temperature profile above the tropopause. That smooth and realistic variation of temperature with
Bulletin of the American Meteorological
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and climate research. The potential contribution of GPS limb sounding data
to these scientific areas is discussed
below, followed by a brief description
of some of the other areas of science
that may ultimately benefit from the
availability of GPS occultation data.
a. Weather analysis
GPS limb sounding could lead to
significant improvements in operational weather forecasting by providing high-resolution temperature and
moisture data on a global basis,
complementing existing in situ and
remote sensing observations. Section
3 described the strengths and weaknesses of the radiosonde, satellite, and
commercial aircraft observations.
GPS limb sounding has the potential
to build upon the strengths of these
systems and contribute to better observational coverage in both time and
space with good vertical resolution of
temperature and moisture over both
oceans and continents, thereby improving the accuracy of numerical four-diA L data assimilation analyses.
Although GPS limb soundings
have the potential to enhance the
analysis and prediction of weather and
climate, significant research is required to assess this potential in detail and develop
capabilities to derive maximum benefit from this new
source of atmospheric data. Fundamental studies are
needed to 1) quantify the accuracy of retrieved temperature and moisture profiles for the spectrum of real atmospheric conditions that will be encountered, 2) determine how these data can be most effectively used by
weather forecast models, and 3) enhance the accuracy
and resolution of the data by combining these models
and other data sources with the retrieval process. In addition, data acquisition in the lower troposphere is
currently degraded by defocusing and multipath, and
improved tracking strategies and algorithms are needed.
Preliminary simulations indicate that the optimum
way of using GPS limb sounding data in numerical
weather prediction models may be to assimilate more
fundamental observables, such as refractivity profiles
or even bending angles (Eyre 1994), directly into the
model rather than assimilating temperature and water

GPS/MET sounding observed 5 May 1 9 9 5 near Charleston, West Virginia.
Also shown are high-resolution radiosonde temperature profiles (CL), radiosonde
(RS), and interpolated profiles from NCEP.
FIG. 6.

height, with a maximum around 45 km. In contrast,
two GPS soundings, which differ in the use of groundbased GPS tracking stations (see appendix), show unrealistic, large oscillations above 40 km with respect
to the HALOE data. These oscillations, and the differences between the two soundings, appear to be related to boundary conditions at the initialization point
for the retrieval inversion algorithm in the upper atmosphere. Future refinements in boundary condition
modeling may reduce the oscillations. In any case, the
two solutions damp exponentially with decreasing
elevation and converge below about 40 km.

8. Scientific uses of GPS limb sounding
data
GPS limb sounding data have the potential to be applied in the high-priority areas of weather forecasting
30
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vapor profiles derived from the refractivity profiles (Zou et al. 1995). Zou's
approach minimizes the difference between a model prediction and the observed profile of refractivity in a certain time window.
b. Global change research
Although there is consensus in the
scientific community that climate
change is likely as a result of the observed increases in greenhouse gases
in the atmosphere (Houghton et al.
1990, 1992), there is much uncertainty about the magnitude and details
of the change. Thus, there is a great
need for better observational data to
document the climate and how it is
changing with time. The need is for
both regional and global monitoring
of many climatological variables.
A long record of GPS limb sounding observations could have a significant impact on climate and global
change issues. One of the signals expected from the increases in greenhouse gases from anthropogenic
sources is in global mean temperaFIG. 7. GPS/MET sounding observed 5 May 1995 over South Dakota. The erratic
ture. However, detection of the ex- behavior of the GPS/MET profile below about 7 km may be a result of defocusing
pected lower-tropospheric global of GPS signals by atmospheric gradients. Also shown are nearby high-resolution
warming is confounded by flawed balloon (CL), radiosonde (RS), and interpolated profiles from the NCEP analysis.
and patchy observations, by natural
variability that adds climatic noise to
the system, and because observed climate change is the very large natural variability there. This variabilnot geographically uniform. Therefore, although there ity is associated with the stratospheric quasibiennial
are clearly established upward trends in several green- oscillation, decadal timescale changes associated with
house gases, it has not yet been possible to establish solar activity (Van Loon and Labitzke 1990), sudden
unequivocally that the approximately 0.5°C increase stratospheric warmings, and the effects of changes in
in global surface temperatures observed over the last ozone concentrations. In addition, the observational
century is caused by increases in greenhouse gases. record is limited at most to four decades. Therefore,
An important indicator of climate change associ- it has not been possible to detect a greenhouse gas
ated with temperature change is an expected increase signal in stratospheric temperatures. Nevertheless,
in water vapor (Rind et al. 1991; Gaffen et al. 1992). global long-term GPS limb sounding measurements
Water vapor itself is also a strong greenhouse gas, of stratospheric temperature may be useful for global
providing feedback effects that can substantially en- climate research.
hance temperature changes. Increases in greenhouse
A related global change issue is the loss of ozone
gases are expected to warm the lower troposphere and in the stratosphere arising from the increases in hucool the stratosphere, with the amount of cooling in- man-made chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs). CFCs are
creasing with height to at least 30 km (10 mb).
essentially inert in the troposphere but break down in
The detection of any greenhouse gas-induced tem- the stratosphere and lead to depletion of ozone through
perature trends in the stratosphere is compounded by complex heterogeneous chemistry. The most proBulletin of the American Meteorological
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have been identified as key indicators
of global change, it may be possible
to interpret refractivity profiles as a
"holistic global change indicator."
Model results support the conclusion that refractivity profiles could
provide a useful parameter to measure
long-term changes and trends in the
global atmosphere. Using the National Center for Atmospheric Research Community Climate Model
and ray tracing tools, Yuan et al.
(1993) demonstrated that the change
in refractivity resulting from a doubling of atmospheric C0 2 would be
significant. This finding is important
since refractivity profiles derived
from GPS limb soundings will generally be more accurate than the derived
temperature or moisture profiles.
Moreover, as illustrated in Fig. 12,
Yuan et al. (1993) found that the total raw GPS limb sounding propagation delay measured as a function of
height may provide an even more fundamental integrated signal of global
change. If temperature and moisture
§ l o b a l warming, the tota
Also shown are nearby high-resolution balloon (CL), radiosonde (RS), and
l propagation delay Will also ininterpolated profiles from the NCEP analysis.
crease, providing another measure of
global change.
Climate change has also been
nounced example of this is the emergence of the ozone linked to volcanic activity. An injection of material
hole at high latitudes during the spring in the South- from a large volcanic eruption can result in massive
ern Hemisphere. Stratospheric temperatures are very amounts of aerosol in the lower stratosphere, which
critical to this process, as the polar stratospheric ice significantly limit satellite infrared observations of this
cloud particles, which play a key role in facilitating and lower regions. However, because these aerosols
the chemical reactions leading to ozone depletion, change the radiative forcing of the atmosphere, this
form mainly at very low temperatures. Stratospheric is precisely the time and place where accurate obsercooling from increases in greenhouse gases may ex- vations are needed to determine how the atmospheric
acerbate ozone losses. Improved understanding of thermal structure is changing to achieve overall radiatemperature changes in the stratosphere, important for tive energy balance. Unlike passive infrared radiomglobal change research, could be accomplished using eters, the accuracy of GPS limb sounding observations
GPS limb sounding data.
will be relatively unaffected by these aerosols.
As discussed in section 5c and the appendix, ancillary data from other sources usually will be required c. Other research opportunities
to derive either temperature or moisture profiles from
GPS limb sounding technology also will provide
GPS occultation data. However, profiles of atmospher- an opportunity for global mapping of the ionosphere
ic refractivity are retrieved directly from GPS occul- with sufficient temporal and spatial resolution to intation data. Since refractivity is a function of atmo- vestigate many important dynamical processes in the
spheric temperature and moisture and these variables ionosphere/thermosphere system and their relation to
FIG. 8. GPS/MET sounding observed 4 May 1995 over western Lake Superior.
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processes in the atmosphere and solid
Earth. For example, data from GPS
limb sounding could be useful in the
study of gravity waves, which transport energy and momentum through
the neutral atmosphere and ionosphere. Tracing this phenomenon may
be possible by mapping the total electron content (TEC) along the ray path
between the LEO and GPS satellites.
It has been estimated that the accuracy
and precision of TEC derived in this
way will approach 1015 and 1014 e nr 2 ,
respectively (Melbourne et al. 1988).
This accuracy corresponds to 0.1% of
the daytime zenith peak in TEC. Information on global energy transport
through the observation of gravity
waves in the stratosphere could add
further to the science objectives of
global change research and weather
forecasting.
As an example of another opportunity, adding a LEO GPS receiver to
the growing fiducial network used for
GPS precision geodetic surveys will
improve the accuracy of all positions
taken in ways not possible with an exFIG. 9. GPS/MET sounding observed 5 May 1995 northwest of Beijing, China.
clusively Earthbound fiducial net- Also shown are nearby radiosonde (RS) and interpolated profiles from the NCEP
work. This will occur primarily due to analysis.
the improved GPS orbits obtained
when the geometry of a fiducial network includes an orbiting receiver, as demonstrated
In addition, accurate temperature profiles are
for the TOPEX/POSEIDON satellite by Melbourne needed as initial conditions for many existing and
et al. (1994b). Improved GPS orbits will improve the planned passive satellite remote sensing systems (e.g.,
accuracy of a variety of scientific applications of GPS humidity, ozone, other trace gases). GPS limb sound(e.g., Ware and Businger 1995). For example, as ing could help provide these profiles.
shown by Malla et al. (1992), a detailed covariance
Finally, the combination of GPS-sensed refractivanalysis indicates that GPS will be more effective in ity profiles (from space) and GPS-sensed precipitable
the study of crustal deformation . . when data col- water vapor data (from the ground) could be assimilected from low Earth-orbiting satellites as well as lated into four-dimensional models to improve the deffrom ground sites are combined, enhancing the accu- inition of temperature and moisture over continents.
racy and resolution for measuring high frequency geophysical signals over timescales of less than one day."
Another opportunity follows from the fact that 9. Summary
anisotropic turbulence in the horizontal atmospheric
structure may cause considerable amplitude variations
Preliminary results show that accurate vertical temin the occultation signal (Dalaudier et al. 1994). Mea- perature profiles from an altitude of approximately 40
surement of these fluctuations will allow determina- to about 5 km can be obtained using the GPS limb
tion of turbulence parameters responsible for vertical sounding technique. GPS/MET-derived temperatures
atmospheric diffusion.
in this region usually agree within 2°C with temperaBulletin of the American Meteorological
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FIG. 10. GPS/MET sounding observed 4 May 1995 near Parkersburg, West Virginia: (a) regular and (b) expanded view from 9- to
19-km altitude. Erratic behavior of the GPS/MET profile below about 8 km may be a result of defocusing of GPS signals by atmospheric
gradients. Also shown are nearby high-resolution balloon (CL), radiosonde (RS), and interpolated profiles from the NCEP analysis.

tures measured by nearby balloon soundings and with
temperatures interpolated in time and space from the
NCEP analysis. GPS/MET profiles have a vertical
resolution of about 1 km and routinely resolve the
location and the temperature of the tropopause.
Data above 40 km and below 5 km from these preliminary GPS/MET analyses require improved interpretation. In the upper atmosphere, the major difficulties are associated with the upper-atmosphere boundary conditions and possibly with the ionosphere. In
the lower troposphere, the problems are probably
linked to multipath effects caused by pressure, temperature, and water vapor gradients. These difficulties are being investigated.

Appendix: Background and theoretical
aspects of GPS limb sounding
observations
a. GPS characteristics
GPS includes 24 operational satellites, four in each
of six 12-h 20 000-km circular prograde orbits, all in34

clined 55° to produce global coverage. The GPS satellites transmit two L-band carrier frequencies:
1575.42 (LI) and 1227.6 MHz (L2). Each carrier is
phase modulated by a precise ranging code (P-code)
consisting of pseudorandom bit sequences at
10.23 Mb s_1. In addition, the LI carrier is modulated
with a 1.023-Mb s_1 pseudorandom bit sequence used
for the coarse (or clear) acquisition code (C/A-code).
The transmit time, as kept by the clock onboard each
GPS satellite, is precisely known for each bit in the
sequence. A GPS receiver identifies the incoming
code bits and measures their arrival time, as kept by
the receiver clock, with a precision of better than 1%
of a bit length (about 1 ns or 30 cm for the P-code).
A priori GPS orbital positions and clock offsets between GPS satellites are broadcast to the user along
with other information on a 50-bps data message superimposed on the LI and L2 carriers. The difference
between the known transmit time and observed arrival
time is a measure of the distance between the satellite and receiver plus the clock offset between transmitter and receiver clocks, a quantity referred to as
pseudorange. A receiver simultaneously measuring
pseudoranges to four satellites can instantaneously deVol. 77, No. 1, January
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termine its three components of position and its time offset from GPS
time, typically with an accuracy of
10-15 m and better than 1 /is, respectively. Modern receivers can also
measure and keep continuous count
of carrier phase with a precision of
better than 0.5% of a wavelength (approximately 1 mm). Continuous
phase can then be used to construct a
record of position change with millimeter precision.
For reasons of national security,
current U.S. government policy calls
for limiting access to the Precision
Positioning Service (PPS) and the
accuracy of the Standard Positioning
Service. Two techniques are used to
limit the access and the accuracy of
GPS: selective availability (S/A)
and/or antispoofing (A/S). The A/S
technique is a process used to deny
users access to the full capabilities of
the system by encryption of the highrate P-code normally required for
high-precision measurements. When
so encrypted, the high-rate code is referred to as the Y code. Unless the
FIG. 11. Two retrievals are shown for a single GPS/MET measurement on 5 May
user has the required encryption key 1995 near Western Samoa in the South Pacific. Each used a different GPS fiducial
to track the Y code, the user will not tracking site. A temperature sounding from the Halogen Occultation Experiment is
have access to the PPS. The S/A tech- shown for comparison. We attribute the large oscillations in the GPS/MET retrievals
nique is believed to involve the delib- and differences between them to differences in the assumed initial altitude and
erate introduction of small, random pressure conditions near 70 km.
errors in the broadcast satellite
ephemeris data and in the transmitted carrier and/or sphere where adverse SNR and signal dynamics preclock frequency. Uncorrected, S/A can result in po- vail and in the upper stratosphere where SNR and
sition errors on the order of 100 m.
ionospheric correction errors prevail, the use of highThe TurboRogue GPS/MET receiver uses a code- gain antennas and Y-code receivers (when A/S is on)
less option when A/S is on, and L2 carrier phase track- may be required to fully exploit the potential of GPS
ing is performed without explicit knowledge of the Y limb sounding.
code. Most codeless techniques use the Y code residA technique known as double differencing is eming on both the LI and L2 carriers with cross or ployed in high-accuracy GPS geodesy to cancel most
autocorrelation to recover full wavelength L2 phase. transmitter and receiver clock errors. By differencing
The penalty of using a codeless technique is minor observations of a given GPS satellite at two receivwhen good SNR conditions prevail or when the phase ers, clock errors and S/A dithering for that satellite are
dynamics of the tracked signal are sufficiently predict- canceled. This is referred to as a single difference
able so that signal averaging can be performed. There- (SD). If SDs are formed for a second GPS satellite and
fore, use of codeless techniques for recovery of full differenced with the first SD, a double difference is
wavelength L2 phase (for altitudes of about 6-40 km) formed canceling errors common to the receiver
results in SNR-induced errors that are small compared clocks. If double differencing is used in conjunction
to other error sources. However, for the lower tropo- with receiver clocks synchronized to better than 1 ms,
Bulletin of the American Meteorological
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quency phase measurements and knowledge of the
inverse square relationship between the ionospheric
group delay and the frequency of each carrier, a simple
linear correction can be derived. According to a study
conducted by Hajj and Kursinski (1991), a simple linear combination correction is accurate to 1 mm for
nighttime occultations below 80 km. The error increases above 80 km. Because of high electron density variability in the daytime ionosphere, the simple
linear combination correction is good only to 1-5 cm
below 80 km, primarily due to splitting of the LI and
L2 rays. The required correction can be expressed as
follows:
FIG. 12. Change in delay for tropical zone 10°S-10°N,
averaged over the month of July, for climate model simulations
of present-day and doubled carbon dioxide levels (Yuan et al.
1993).

S/A is effectively canceled, just as normal clock errors are canceled (Rocken and Meertens 1991). Therefore, A/S and S/A do not preclude the use of the GPS
for occultation measurements.
For GPS/MET, ground-based data collected from
precisely known 1-Hz GPS fiducial tracking sites are
double differenced with the data collected from the
GPS/MET LEO receiver. The tracking sites used for
GPS/MET, located in Australia (Tidbinbilla), Alaska
(Fairbanks), California (Pasadena), Germany
(Potsdam), and Hawaii (Kokee Park), are part of the
worldwide International GPS Service network.
b. Retrieval methodology
The process described below might be considered
the classic retrieval method. The fundamental principles have evolved over time from the original planetary occultation work conducted at JPL and Stanford
(described in section 2) and are similar to methods
used in seismology (Phinney and Anderson 1968). A
detailed description of the retrieval methodology offered below is provided by Melbourne et al. (1994a).
1) COMPENSATING FOR THE IONOSPHERE

To extract information on the neutral atmosphere,
propagation delays caused by the ionosphere must be
isolated and removed from the signal. Electrons in the
ionosphere cause a frequency-dependent delay in the
phase of received GPS signals. Anticipating the need
for ionospheric corrections, GPS planners designed
into the system the use of two carrier frequencies, LI
and L2, as previously described. By using dual-fre36

ATLl =1.5336ArL1_L2,

(Al)

where AT u is the ionospheric time delay for LI and
ATU L2 is the measurable difference in delay between
LI and L2. The Doppler frequency offset, also affected by the ionosphere, can be modeled with a similar linear correction:
A/ L 1 =3.529(A/ L 2 -A/ L 1 ),

(A2)

where (A/L2 - A/L]) is the measurable Doppler difference (Spilker 1978).
The dominant residual error of traditional ionospheric correction results from the different bending
of LI and L2 carriers (Hardy et al. 1993). To reduce
this effect, Vorob'ev and Krasilnikova (1994) suggested a modified method of ionospheric correction
based on a linear combination of separate refraction
angles for the two carriers. This method, used in analysis of the results presented here, assumes the same
impact parameter instead of the same time (the impact parameter is defined in the following section).
Correcting for ionospheric effects completes the first
step in the recovery of meteorological data from the
GPS/MET observables.
2 ) RECOVERING ATMOSPHERIC INDEX OF REFRACTION

The fundamental measurement in the GPS limb
sounding technique is phase delay resulting from
transmission of the GPS signal through the atmosphere. Total atmospheric delay is a function of two
factors: ray bending due to refraction and reduced
propagation velocity in the atmosphere. The radio signal propagating from the GPS transmitter to the LEO
receiver follows a path through the atmosphere that
curves distinctively in response to atmospheric gradients in refractive index. The cumulative effect of the
Vol. 7 7 , N o . 1, January
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atmosphere on the ray path can be expressed in terms
of the total refractive bending angle a, which has a
known relationship to the atmospheric Doppler shift.
For Earth's atmosphere, the maximum bending angle
is on the order of 0.03 rad (1.5°). The atmospheric
Doppler shift is in turn determined by taking the time
derivative of the observed phase. The variation of a
with experiment geometry can be characterized
through use of an impact parameter a, defined as the
perpendicular distance between the center of the
planet and the straight line followed by the ray approaching the atmosphere. When combined with a
precise knowledge of the geometry (obtained concurrently from other GPS satellites), each sample of phase
data (corrected for ionospheric effects) can be converted to the corresponding values for a and a. This
step is straightforward and involves simple geometrical considerations, basic laws of geometrical optics,
and relativistic formulas for Doppler shift.
For an atmosphere with local spherical symmetry
(i.e., no significant asymmetric horizontal variations
in temperature or moisture), and having determined
the bending angle a(a) as described above, there is a
unique relationship between a(a) and /z(r), the atmospheric refractive index as a function of radius r. The
refractive index profile ji(r) is then derived through
an Abel transform of the measurements of a(a) obtained over the complete occultation:

process will first be described for the case of dry air.
Then the effect of moisture will be considered.
1 ) D R Y AIR CASE

First, as the index of refraction ji is close to unity
in the terrestrial atmosphere, it is convenient to define the refractivity:
N = (/i-1)106.
For dry air, N can be expressed as
" = 77.6^,

where ao is the value of a for the ray whose radius of
closest approach is ro. Application of Eq. (A3) will
provide the index of refraction profile through the
atmosphere. This transformation assumes 1) the atmospheric shells are spherical and 2) each shell has a
uniform index of refraction, that is, no horizontal
variations.
The assumption of spherical symmetry is a limitation that must be overcome to achieve the generality
desired for an operational system. Some state-of-theart ray-tracing algorithms developed for seismology
do not depend on this assumption.
c. Relationship of refractivity to meteorological
parameters
Atmospheric parameters of interest can be derived
from the refractive index profile through the following sequence of steps. To simplify the explanation, the
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(A5)

where P is the pressure in millibars and T is the temperature in kelvins. Furthermore, by virtue of the
equation of state, Eq. (A5) may be written as
N = 11.6pR,

(A6)

where p is the air density in kg m~3 and R is the gas
constant for dry air. Equation (A6) shows that p is directly proportional to N for dry air, so that p(r) can
be obtained easily from ji(r). Next, P{r) can be obtained from p(r) by integrating the equation of hydrostatic equilibrium:
dP/dz = -gp,

<a3)

(A4)

(A7)

where z is the altitude and g is the acceleration of gravity. Finally, Tcan be obtained from P and p using the
equation of state. In summary, for dry air, vertical profiles of p, P, and Tcan be obtained from ji(r) in a direct and simple manner.
2 ) GENERAL CASE

The procedure described above must be modified
to account for the presence of water vapor. When the
effect of water vapor is included, the expression for
the refractivity is
N = 77.6 ^ -f 3.73^105) e/T2,

(A8)

where e is the vapor pressure of water in millibars.
The first or dry term has been supplemented by a contribution from the second or wet term due to water
vapor, which can be substantial in the lower troposphere. The wet term also exhibits considerable variation with location and time. The separate contributions
37
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to N by the dry and wet terms cannot be distinguished
uniquely through occultation measurements. This introduces an ambiguity into the profiles of p, P, and
T\ the effects of water vapor at variable and uncertain concentrations are indistinguishable from the effects of variations in temperature and pressure.
At altitudes above the tropopause, this ambiguity
is not a significant problem as the contribution to the
refractive index by water vapor is nearly always much
less than 2%. Similarly, the contribution of moisture
to refractive index is negligible throughout the polar
atmosphere during winter. In the lower troposphere,
ambiguity can be overcome. For example, if the temperature profile in the troposphere were known from
model calculations, then moisture profiles could be
retrieved from the measurements. This approach will
work best in tropical regions where the temperature
profiles exhibit relatively small changes, but moisture fields change significantly in space and time. It
should be emphasized that /LI and N can still be determined uniquely regardless of the abundance of water
vapor.
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